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12th September 2017 

Dear Parent/Carer, 

I am writing to inform you of your child’s programme of study in English this year.  As a department, 

we feel that knowing the topics your child will be exploring this year will enable you to help support 

and encourage them in their English studies.   

In year 8 students study seven units based around a theme.  Each teacher will choose the texts that are 

studied in each unit and these will comprise of fiction, non-fiction and poetry; your child will be able 

to tell you what text is being used in their class. 

The seven units are as follows: 

 Relationships – exploring the presentation of relationships between people in real-life and 

fictional texts. 

 Science Fiction – comparing the ways ideas about science are presented in a range of media, 

identifying the responses of audiences. 

 Different Cultures and Traditions – examining issues of cultural identity and difference and 

using language imaginatively to create a sense of own culture. 

 Journeys – evaluating the language and structure conventions of information, explanation, 

review and entertainment texts about travel and places. 

 Victorian Life and Literature – understanding the ways writers have presented social and 

historical issues in texts from this period. 

 Escape to the Countryside – considering how the countryside has provided a source of 

inspiration for a range of literary and artistic texts in many periods. 

 Other Englishes – developing an appreciation for the situational and dialectal variation of 

English use in speech and writing. 

Additionally, students will all receive a ‘Reading Passport’ in their English lesson and as part of their 

homework, will be expected to complete 30 minutes of reading a week.  If students get their passports 

signed by you, their journey will be rewarded by the English Faculty. 

I hope that this information is of use to you and should you require any further advice or information 

please do not hesitate to contact me.  Please also contact me if you cannot access our gateway and 

would like a paper copy of the reading list. 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Miss L Crossley 

English KS3 Co-ordinator 


